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A View from the Chair

LSR with his superb photographs has become a
bestseller, and our next publication
concentrating on the West Bridge end is nearing
completion.

Chris Hossack
Welcome to a newsletter bursting with very
interesting articles thanks to the enthusiasm of
our editor David Pearce. He also has been
booking up speakers for our meetings over the
winter months, and by the steady rise of
attendance is obviously appealing to more and
more of you, our members and friends. If you
have not been to any of our lectures yet, take a
look at next seasons programme and come along.

The National Railway Museum, Great Central
Railway and Leicester City Council are planning
an exciting new attraction at Leicester North,
the southernmost station on the GCR. When
completed it will be the largest purpose built
railway museum in the country. We have been
in discussions with some of the management
team as to how the history of the Leicester
Swannington Railway, the oldest in the
Midlands, can be included. Very positive talks
have taken place and we are offering every
assistance to them in their plans. To that end
they are keen to collect as much anecdotal
evidence as possible. This could even become
the home of the Lifting Bridge the plans of
which are progressing well.

September 2016 saw a huge upsurge of interest
in the visits to the Glenfield Tunnel thanks to a
full colour double page spread in the Leicester
Mercury, and although we were not able to take
all who applied for a visit at the time, I have now
contacted all who e-mailed me and they are
rebooking in good numbers. The visit by 120
pupils from Parks Primary school was a
memorable morning last year with half arriving
by bus, the other half locating the airshafts on
their walk from school, and then vice versa on
return. The provision of electrical power in the
tunnel is a great improvement as well as the very
smart signs both at the tunnel and near the
Railway Inn, all thanks to Leicester City Council
who own the tunnel.
Our dig at Swannington continues steadily under
the direction of Paul Siddals with more
information coming to light as well as good
progress on site. Three distinct areas are being
worked on at present, the Old Shaft east of
Califat Boiler House, the Cottages and the area
south of the Engine and boiler houses. Monthly
dig reports show very clearly the progress being
made and our thanks to Bis Bisgrove for writing
these up.

GCR are looking for volunteers. If you can offer
time, enthusiasm and have knowledge the GCR
and Leicester’s other railways; are good at
talking to the public, have an attention to
detail, a fund-raising ability, can explain
technical subjects, are good at working with
young people, or have any historic railway
vehicle skills, please contact Roger Shelley at
the Great Central Main Line Museum Project.
For an informal chat, their telephone no. is
01509
633853,
or
contact
museum@gcrailway.co.uk to find out more.

Meetings have recently taken place with
Leicestershire Museums about the conservation
of the Haystack Boiler, and following
photographic appraisal by David Lyne of the
inside, approaches will now be made to suitable
expert companies to provide a plan of action
from which grant funding will then be sought.
Publications as a means of disseminating
information to a wider public continues well; Bill
Pemberton’s trail guide to what remains of the
3

As I write this, consultations are about to start
about the Snibston site at Coalville. The
emphasis would appear to be on enhancing
cycle ways and other infrastructure but little to
boost the economy of Coalville which was so
well achieved by the original attraction.
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John N Briggs BSc (Eng), CNI 1934-2016

He worked in many areas of the Company and
attended the Rugby College of Technology and
Arts where he worked towards receiving his
Bachelor of Science Degree in Engineering.
Following his apprenticeship, John did his
National Service in the Army and spent time at
the Royal Military College of Science at
Shrivenham, now home to the UK Defence
Academy, where he became a member of the
Defence Electronics History Society.

David Pearce

John Briggs,
February 2016
(David Lyne)

On returning to BTH following his National
Service, John concentrated on the complexities
of radar systems and when his department at
Rugby was transferred to Leicester, he became a
major figure in radar equipment design. Among
the achievements for which he was responsible
for was the RACON Sea Watch 300 range of
transponders that provided safety information
to mariners, and it was this experience that lead
to his writing of the book on target detection by
marine radar.

I first met John almost 3 years ago, when David
Lyne introduced me to him prior to my starting
the task of editing John’s work on Tubes of
Desford. This was to be no mean task - John
had painstakingly amassed a lot of the material
that survived Tubes closure, conducted oral
histories from former employees and steeped
himself in the complexities of the workings of
a steel mill. In parallel, he had also created a
political and social commentary to run
alongside his history of Tubes to create context
to the business decisions that were made at
Desford.

John was also a keen railway enthusiast and
amateur photographer. One photograph taken
in 1964 neatly captures both interests, and was
perhaps a hidden reference for his written work
that was to follow some 50 years later.

I met him again in the spring of 2016 to hand
to him, after many iterations, the first copy of
the book, and finally just a couple of months
before he died, to show him the award in
recognition of his work on That Fine Bunch of
Boys at the Mill! Steel Tube Making at Desford
1941-2006 from the Association for Industrial
Archaeology.
In the preface to the book, I said that John, a
retired Professional Engineer and author of
Target Detection by Marine Radar, had, from a
raft of material saved when the Company
closed in 2006, managed to weave the story of
‘Tubes’ into what was to become his magnum
opus and I was so pleased that he lived long
enough to see the realisation of his work.

A 9F locomotive, 92103, steams passing by Bay
3 and the No 1 Hot Mill chimney at the southwest corner of Tubes factory at Desford. (John
Briggs)
John is survived by his wife of 40 years, Betty.

John, born in Kirby Muxloe, joined BTH in
Rugby on leaving the Dixie Grammar School in
Market Bosworth to undertake a 5-year
apprenticeship.

That Fine Bunch of Boys at the Mill! by John
Briggs is available from LIHS - Ed
4
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The Stephenson Lift Bridge, March 2017

Fortunately, I managed to re- acquire it from
the society I had sent it to in 1995! This is the
earliest known drawing of the Bridge and I
think from memory was part of the Clement E.
Stretton collection as it was collected by
Leicester City Museum in 1915.
So, what next? We now have a comprehensive
understanding of the bridge size, components
and structure, but there is still more historic
research to be carried out to establish its build
and repair history. We are now entering Phase
2 of the project to investigate a new home, the
costing for restoration, identifying a team to
carry out the restoration work and seeking
grants and funding. It is hoped that by the end
of the year we will be able to report a
successful conclusion to Phase 2 and a move
onto Phase 3 and its rebuild. But more of that
later.

Stuart Warburton
I reported in the last Newsletter on the ongoing
project to record the Lift Bridge for restoration.
Over the last few months, David Pearce and I
have spent a few cold days in the Leicester
Museum’s main object stores on Freeman's
Common measuring and assessing the iron work
that remains of the bridge after its careless
removal from Snibston. Many of the main cast
iron components such as the pulley wheel
housings, chain drums etc. are in relatively good
condition, however, the same cannot be said for
the wrought iron work, for example the straps,
tie rods and assorted bolts.
The recording of the iron work was temporally
suspended whilst I carried out some desk top
research. The first stop was to review the object
history file. This is a record of the history of an
‘object’, and its administration going forwards,
from its entry into the collection. Snibston
Curators Alison Clague and Nick Pell were most
helpful by allowing me to borrow the files before
they were to be relocated to the Leicester City
Museums in situ with the object, in this case, the
Lift Bridge and its constituent parts.
The file revealed several photographs of the
Bridge when situated on the Riverside Walk in
Leicester, but most importantly the engineering
drawing for the new foundation for Snibston,
which I had commissioned in 1992 when I was
the Curator of Snibston and the Abbey Pumping
Station. This drawing showed what is required to
seat the bridge in any future rebuild. In addition
to this drawing is a report made by a local firm
of consultant engineers in 2012 and 2014 which
give timber dimensions, structure details and
condition assessment. Both finds were invaluable.
The most frustrating discovery, however, was
that having been contacted in the mid 1990’s by
a model railway society seemingly intent on
building a layout of West Bridge, I forwarded to
them a copy of a drawing depicting the Lift Bridge
created in the latter part of the 19�� century.
When I came to search out this drawing, I could
not find it in either the County or City Musuem
files.

And the association is? All will be
revealed in the Autumn 2017
Newsletter!
ps a FREE copy of this ticket will be
given to all visitors to the Tunnel in
2017
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Richards of Leicester and Reflections on my working life, 1960-90 (Abridged)
Tony Pugh

Behind the offices fronting Martin Street lay an
extensive garden with greenhouses and potting
sheds that were all looked after by the full time
gardener, Geoff Amos. A fresh water spring; rose
beside the garage adjacent to the railway line,
this flowed towards the gate keepers hut and
then went underground again. This water
supported a good watercress bed, which was
harvested for sandwiches.

For the Autumn 2016 Newsletter, Tony Pugh,
John Douglas and Paul W Richards penned the
history of the engineering & iron foundry
company, Richards of Leicester. In this second
article, Tony, who joined Richards as a
draughtsman in 1960, recalls the time he was
to spend at ‘Bungy’ Richards over the next 30
years - the products, processes and the people
who worked alongside him. This is an abridged
version of the 12 page paper put together by
Tony, and as he says towards the conclusion,
anyone who wishes to contact him, he can be
reached
via
email
at:
shirlton70@virginmedia.com or via LIHS. Ed.

The site during my time had all of the major
offices adjacent to Martin Street, with the
Mechanised Foundry alongside the Highbury
Road boundary. There was a floor moulding
foundry along the rail line boundary with foundry
services - pattern shop, laboratory and a loading
bank located in the middle of the two foundries.
Above these to the north was a machine shop,
the Bridge Yard, heat treatment plant and the
New Gantry buildings all running east to west
across the site. A locomotive shed for a Fowler
shunting engine was situated next to a bogie
hearth oven. Adjoining the northern side of the
New Gantry buildings was the drilling shop.
Farther on, in Cannon Street, was the stockyard
for all steel sections and plate.

The Richards site was bounded by Martin Street
to the south, the St Pancras to Sheffield main
line to the west; Cannon Street to the north and
Highbury Road to the east. The main access was
via Forest Road through the railway crossing
gates on a lower level line for trains going east
on the GNER line. (See aerial view and legend
on Page 7)
At the top of Martin Street was a toll gate which
could be opened by the works gate keeper, Jock
Sinclair, for a fee, keeping the toll gate kept the
through traffic down and stopped people from
using Martin Street as a rat-run. I believe it was
the fact of collecting money from the toll gate
that Richard's was known locally as ‘Bungy’
Richards. (from the word ‘bung’ - pay a levy, or
give a tip!)

I remember that the Mechanised Foundry had
two cupolas, one each for supplying metal on
alternate days to six moulding lines. It also
included one knock-out station and one August
Mull mixer for supplying the moulding sand.
Floor moulding foundry had a single cupola
supplying metal for solid bar and large floor
moulds and at a later date, spinning machines
were introduced to produce spun tube of various
diameters.

Inside the gateway to the right was a kiosk for
the Commissionaire liveried in the uniform of
the Corps of Commissionaires, his tasks, as well
as looking after the main gate and collecting
tolls included splitting all used envelopes and
stapling the front sections together as
notepads to be used in the offices, all the backs
stapled together as notepads for the foremen
in the works. Mr. William Richards was very
economically minded - when I first went to the
stationery store for drawing-office requisites,
I was given half a pencil, half an eraser and half
a twelve-inch rule!

The Bridge Yard, used for manufacturing
steelwork for buildings, bridges and large
fabrications had a smithy’s forge, gantry and jib
cranes, circular saws manufactured by Nobel &
Lund, a cropping machine, a bender and a 12’
rolling machine. For heat treatment there was
one bogie hearth gas fired annealing oven. The
New Gantry facility was used for the assembly
of the Mull mixers that provided high-quality
moulding sand on a continual basis 6

Continued on Page 8
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Richards of Leicester, 1966
1 Reception & main office block
2 Foundry office block over Garage
3 Canteen over Garage
4 Clock House & entrance to Bath House
5 Bar Tube & floor moulding foundry
6 Main stores
7 Pattern shop
8 Core shop
9 Compressors & Electricity Distribution Centre
10 Maintenance Shop
11 Mechanised Foundry
12 Sand Preparation

13 Machine Shop
14 Bridge Yard
15 Heat Treatment
16 New Gantry
17 Assembly Shop
18 Plate drilling Shop
19 Template Shop
20 Carpenters Shop
21 Steel Stockyard
22 Works Engineering office (Kelsey’s cottage)
23 Acacia House (Sales offices)
24 Entrance to Car Parking
7
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From Page 7
Yuba jigs designed for the recovery of a wide
variety of minerals and Thorite drums of
various sizes that were supplied, for example,
to the British Sugar Corporation, Tate & Lyle,
Unilever, the Post Office, Clark’s Shoes, HP
Foods, the British Airport Authority and Burton
Clothing. They were also exported all over the
world to a diverse number of companies
where they were ideally suited for most belt
conveyor applications.

Buyer; Don Greenhill, Foundry Manager and
Rennie Barbour, the Foundry Commercial
Manager. John Ivers was the Chief Metallurgist;
Sidney Atkinson the Sales Director and Charles
Palmer, the Sales Manager.
On the technical side, Michael Tahany was
Director & Chief Designer for the Structural Steel
Division supported by Lead Draftsman, Trevor
Brown. There were two Drawing Offices that
served the Structural Steel and Thorite
motorized drum business streams. Heading up
the latter was John Barker. I particularly
remember that John Morgan had a draftsman,
Neville Moyes, who was engaged in designing a
multi-spindle drilling machine to be used in the
plate drilling shop. These plates, which were
used on mining sites all over the world, were
made up of hundreds of tapered holes. Round
about 1962, a Foundry Plant drawing office was
set up under Peter Mirrien.

From the last casting day in December
1990 (Tony Pugh)
The Machine Shop was used for machining
parts for both the Yuba Jigs and the Thorite
conveyor drums, foundry plant equipment and
parts for knitting machine manufacturers such
as Wildt Mellor Bromley, Stibbe and Camber.
The list of machine tools installed at this time
represented the very cream of British machine
tool manufacturing, including Stirk, Webster &
Bennett, Dean Smith & Grace, Alfred Herbert,
Asquith, Frederick Pollard, Cincinnati, and
Jones & Shipman.

Tony Pugh, on the last day of casting in
December 1990 (Tony Pugh)
During my 30 years at Richards, I worked with
several people with whom I came into contact
with, mostly on a daily basis, both technically
and commercially, and it is worth recording their
names for posterity in recognition of their time
spent at Richards, and the contribution they
made to overall business. My memory is still (!)
in good working order, and the list is long.
Anyone who wishes to contact me to discuss,
(shirlton70@virginmedia.com) please do get in
touch. LIHS will also happily pass on the names
if needs be.

When I arrived in 1960 the Board of Directors
included family members William Richards
(1878-1963) who was Chairman and Managing
Director, William Harry Richards (1913-????),
Managing Director of Foundry division and
Philip L Richards (1915-1990), Managing
Director of the Structural Steel Division. Other
senior staff that I came into contact with were
Sam Coldwell the Company Secretary and his
assistant, George Goodwin; Fred Davis, the
Personnel Manager; Maurice Roberts, Chief
8
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The Glenfield Tunnel 2017

Three key dates in the 186 year history of the
Tunnel:

David Lyne

1829 At the Bell Hotel in Leicester, meetings of
proposers are held to plan the railway and the
route from Swannington to Leicester. A Bill is
presented in the House of Commons.

2017 will be the 5�� consecutive year that LIHS
have opened the Glenfield Tunnel to visitors. In
that time, we have escorted upwards of 3500*
into the Tunnel to marvel at this Stephenson
inspired feat of pre-Victorian civil and industrial
engineering. For 2017, LIHS Member Paul
Banbury has produced a purpose designed flyer
to give new and old visitors alike, all the
information needed to book a tour to experience
this unique structure. The flyers will initially go
to the Visit Leicester shop in Gallowtree Gate
and other selected outlets.

1830 - Royal Assent is given and the route is
staked out. Building commences on that will
become the LS&R terminus alongside the canal
at West Bridge. This, the first Station, is also the
booking office.
1832 - On July 17�� at 10am, the first train
departs for Bagworth with 400 passengers on
board. The following day, 4 goods trains per
day, with 2 coaches attached for passengers
becomes Leicester’s first passenger rail service.
Or, as the ‘Leicester Journal’ duly reported on
July 20�� 1832: ‘The railway between Leicester
and Bagworth opened last Tuesday, 17 July. As
early as 7 am, numbers were seen entering the
town for the purpose of enjoying so novel a
sight and partaking of the festivities. By 10 am
the company, furnished with cards of
admission, took their seats in the different
carriages. This done, the engine was brought
down to the train and attached. It moved a
short distance at 5 mph and was brought back
for the gratification of the immense number of
spectators. The whole thing then advanced at
a very rapid pace amidst deafening shouts of
crowds which lined the side of the road. It soon
arrived at the entrance to the Glenfield
Tunnel……’

We have already produced several booklets
detailing the history of the Leicester &
Swannington Railway, including the Glenfield
Tunnel in particular. To coincide with visits in
2017 we also hope to be publishing a new book
on West Bridge Wharf and Station, the hub of
the Leicester & Swannington Railway.

‘….It is impossible to conceive the feeling on
exchanging the glaring light of a July sun for
the almost impenetrable darkness of this
subterranean passage……’

The line was closed in 1966 and the track
removed (photograph: John Briggs)
* Aged from 2 to 90, and we didn’t lose one!
9
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Cross sections of the Tunnel dated September 9�� 1987. Distance between sections is, as
stated, 1 chain, or 22 yards (the length of a cricket pitch), or just over 20 metres. This
sectional data is presumably from a survey carried out and it would be interesting to find
out how what the surveyor used as his base line coordinates.

Cross section of the Glenfield
Tunnel showing disturbance to
the Tunnel structure. This
drawing is undated, but follows
on from a survey probably
carried out during the British
Railways
era
sometime
between 1948 and 1994.

(Please see page 27 for how
to book a visit to the
Glenfield Tunnel)

10
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South American Railways - Uruguay
Bill Pemberton
Bill concludes his South America adventure with a look at some aspects of the Uruguayan railways.
The first railway line in Uruguay was built in 1867, a branch between Paso del Molino and Cerro which
consisted of a horse-drawn train. The national Ferrocarril Central had obtained the concession for
laying tracks to Durazno, 205 km from Montevideo, but lack of capital in the country meant that they
turned to Britain to finance the construction. By 1878 several companies had been formed including
the Midland Uruguay Railway and the Central Uruguay Railway, the largest under British control.
About 90% of the railway system was British-owned until 1947.
Following what was then a worldwide trend, in 1949 the Government nationalised the railways, along
with the electric trams and the Montevideo Waterworks Company. However, in 1985, the National
Transport Plan suggested passenger trains were too costly to repair and maintain, but freight trains
would continue for loads over more than 120 tons. Bus transportation became the economic
alternative for travellers. All regular passenger services were withdrawn at the beginning of 1988.
Some commuter services were restarted in 1993 and these were extended in 2005.

A Beyer Peacock 2-6-0 No. 120
built in Manchester in 1910 at
Canalones station, north of the
Uruguayan capital Montevideo.
This locomotive and its coaches
were restored by the Uruguayan
Friends of the Rail Association.
They use this train to transport
cruise ship passengers visiting
Montevideo to the nearby
wineries.

Another railway club, the Railway
Studies Circle of Uruguay, was
formed in 1986 and uses Peñarol
as a base for their collection of
locos and memorabilia. Most of
their exhibits are little more than
rusting hulks, but they have
restored this Manning Wardle
0-6-0 ST to working order and use
it for short journeys in the
workshop yard.

11
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Industrial History and Rabbit Holes!

Meanwhile, in 1862, a Charles Appleby, one of
the Victorian engineers who pioneered steam
cranes, together with his elder brother, Thomas,
had started trading as Appleby Brothers,
manufacturing steam cranes and other portable
and stationary engines.

David Pearce
The number of rabbit holes that appear when
carrying out research never cease to amaze
me. From one innocuous comment, to a
question that is seemingly insignificant at the
time can reveal all manner of research
opportunities. Take for example Bulletin 20, S
Russell & Sons. Just after publication in 2014,
I received a phone call from an historian, John
Steeds, who posed the question: what did Sam
Russell do, before he came to Leicester in
1864? After all, he was 43 at the time so must
have had a previous life, if only to support
himself. Rabbit hole number 1! Sam did indeed
have a life before 1864: he was in partnership
with a Joseph Jessop trading under the name
of Samuel Russell & Co., Iron and Brass
Founders in Barston Street, just behind St.
Margaret’s Church.

They went on to establish two works, one of
which was in Leicester - The London Steam Crane
and Engine Works – with the help of Joseph
Jessop. This business, formed in 1866, occupied
a site now occupied by Leicester College, and
was bounded by Grafton Place, Luke Street, St.
John Street and Burleys Lane (now Burleys Way).
In 1880 the Leicester partnership was dissolved
and Joseph Jessop took over the Leicester works
and, joined by his son George, established the
new and independent partnership of Joseph Jessop and Son. Nevertheless, both the Appleby’s
and the Jessop’s maintained their business and
personal relationships, and as the two companies had similar trading profiles, in 1896, they
merged to become Jessop and Appleby Brothers,
specialists in steam cranes. This leads us to our
3��, and probably down the longest rabbit hole,
all the way down to Hobart Tasmania!

And Joseph Jessop? Rabbit hole number 2!
Joseph Jessop, a Wakefield born mechanical
engineer with considerable experience in
colliery machinery had previously been in
partnership with a William Ryder, running a
small engineering works originally in Marble
Street, off Millstone Lane. In 1854, they move
to bigger premises (the Victoria Works) in
Canning Street, again situated close by St
Margaret’s Church. The partnership with
William Ryder ended in June 1862.
As Samuel Russell and Joseph Jessop therefore
lived and worked together in relatively close
proximity, it is probably safe to assume that
working relationships and ‘partnerships’ were
made and unmade more freely than would be
in place today. This partnership was dissolved
in late 1864, with Joseph Jessop receiving all
debts due to and from the said partnership.
Whilst we don’t know with any certainty why
the partnership folded, one can only assume
that Samuel Russell wanted to form his own
independent company, which he duly did,
leaving the Jessop’s to get on with the remains
of their former business. Samuel Russell, as we
know, created a powerful family industrial
dynasty that was to last for the next 100 or so
years.

J&A Wharf Crane at Hobart Tasmania, ca. 1900,
Described as ‘A Locomotive Steam Crane of 25
tons power & 3 feet radius to lift, slew,derrick
and travel by steam’ Photograph and text
courtesy of John Steeds, Appleby Historian, and
Bruce W Ward.
12
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In 1896, the port of Hobart was looking to
increase its lifting capacity to serve increasingly
larger ships keen to secure more business in the
unloading of ships using Hobart as a port of entry
into Australia. Realising that their existing dock
lifting facilities were inadequate, they
commissioned a report and went out to tender
to overcome their lifting limitations. A quotation
was received from Jessop & Appleby Bros. for a
25-ton steam crane for the grand sum of £2,310.
Few crane makers at this time had the means to
meet the requirements set down by Hobart, and
as a result, the Jessop & Appleby Bros. quotation
was accepted. An order was placed in late 1899
and the crane was installed the following year
on the Constitution Dock in Hobart.
Unfortunately, the crane specifications and
drawings did not arrive until sometime later, and
following a further consultation period, the
crane was finally erected in its working position
- at a revised total project cost of £3,930. The
crane itself was 85 tonnes unladen, could travel
and swing full circle with a 25-tonne load at a
height of almost 10 metres and was used for
heavy lifts until the mid-1960’s.

A testament to the company can still be seen
today as this unique crane stands on the dock
at Hobart – its name plaque proudly
proclaiming its origins: Jessop & Appleby Bros.,
Leicester.

Oh, and one final rabbit hole: an engineer
who learned his trade at Jessop’s was one
Alfred Herbert whose company later became
not only the largest British machine tool
builder, but one of the world’s largest machine tool manufacturing businesses.

In 1906 Jessop and Appleby Bros. merged with
the Glasgow Electric Crane and Hoist Co. to
become Appleby’s Ltd. It was this latter
company which, in 1910, (temporarily) become
the Appleby Crane and Transporter Co before
being taken over later that same year by
Glasgow based, crane and bridge builder, Sir
William Arrol and Co., and finally closed its doors
in March 1912.

It is hoped to reproduce a technical article on
the crane written by the late Bruce Ward in a
future addition of the LIHS Newsletter. LIHS
would like to thank Appleby Historian John
Steeds for his help in providing background
information on which this article is based – Ed.
13
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The Roman Slates of Groby: Further Evidence Unearthed?
David Ramsey
Bulletin 18, The Leicestershire Slate Industry
from Roman Times to closure in 1908, published
in 2007 was a significant piece of work by LIHS
Member, David Ramsey. David has not been
resting on his laurels since, however, and apart
from his extensive activities with both LIHS and
LAHS, has continued his investigations into the
history of the slate industry in Leicestershire.
David has recently produced a report for Dr.
Richard Thomas, Co-Director of the Bradgate
Park Fieldschool. This is a 5 year student
training and research excavation project
focusing on the upland landscape of Bradgate
Park under the auspices of the University of
Leicester. David’s Report, The Roman Slates of
Groby reviewed after the Bradgate/Ferrers
Lodge Exposure of 2016. (Leicester University
Field School – Year 2) can be read below, and is
intended as an update for Bulletin 18.
Longstanding members who already have a
copy of the same may be happy to know David’s
research continues unabated. Bulletin 18 is
available from LIHS, and those wishing to know
more about the Bradgate Park Fieldschool
project can find out more by going to:

Figure 1. A Groby slate found at Magidunum,
dampened to highlight the smoothed texture of
the upper surface that has obviously been
prepared from many angles with an excellent,
well-tempered blade.
The precise guillotine cut edges and
modifications to the face of the piece of Groby
slate shown in Figure 1, found just off the A 46
at the Roman town of Margidunum,
Nottinghamshire, should have attracted more
attention earlier as the straight lines cuts could
not have been made with simple hand tools. The
reason? a similar slate found at Bradgate in the
Spring of 2016 had the added refinement of a
chevron cut on the lower half of the slate, 1 cm
from the edge, causing me to reconsider my
original theories. One theory, originally put
forward in Bulletin 18, was that the Groby slate
quarries at both Home Farm and Upper Parks
Farm Groby, might well have proved to be the
source of all Roman slates in the local area. This
theory, however, did not include slate from the
Swithland slate quarries. My conclusion, in this
respect remains unchanged, and the recent
archaeological excavations at Bradgate Park
carried out under the Fieldschool project in
2015/16, together with similar excavations
carried out at the Community dig at Castle Hill
at Beaumont Leys (2016) have not caused me to
change my view. What has proved to be a most
interesting development during 2016, is the
realisation that the Roman slates were

http://www2.le.ac.uk/departments/archaeolo
gy/research/projects/bradgate-parkfieldschool
The timeline of quarried slate, and its
subsequent usage in Leicestershire, is based on
the evidence gathered so far is (1) the Groby
quarries, throughout the Roman occupation
until circa 1500, (2) Woodhouse slate with its
distinctive purple or mauve slate, and (3)
Swithland in the 17�� century. This latter date
corresponds to the first leases granted by the
Earl of Stamford for slates in Charnwood. This
timeline does not refer to the trade in secondhand slates from the closure of the religious
houses that took place during, and after the
1540’s. This ‘reclaimed’ material was on sale,
until mention is made of Woodhouse slate
being used, in Leicester markets by Robert
Herrick of Beaumanor in the early 17�� century.
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produced, not with simple hand tools but by
bench and cleaver devices. This would allow for
a far greater control of the pressure required to
cut a straight edge, and offered scope for an
almost factory like production line. In effect,
simplifying the creation of stock in advance of
future purchases. This method of production
would enable the slater to avoid lengthy periods
spent at the point of sale at Groby or Markfield
and it was these stockpiles of slates at Home
Farm which was the source of attraction.
Although having been buried for centuries,
undisturbed, repeated searches of the site was
considered worth the effort as distinct from
cutting new slates.

Some slates are clean-cut at the edge while
other examples show signs of the blade sliding
sideways before making the cut. Fixed to a
bench or table top, seen at Figure 3, the
pressure available to the operator using the
cleaver is considerable, precise and controlled.
The slate can be presented to the blade while
holding with one hand and applying pressure
with the other hand.

I had previously come across the bench and
cleaver method of manufacture when writing,
Whetstones and Goats: The Unexplained for the
Leicestershire Historian (No 44 of 2008). The
article illustrates how whetstones from Whittle
Hill (SK 498159) were squared into rectangular
shapes and fitted into wooden boxes in the 18��
& 19�� centuries.
The whetstone fissure at Whittle Hill was very
small and by the 1860’s, the supply of material
had become very limited locally. At the same
time, whetstones from overseas were being
imported at keener prices and finer quality to the
detriment of the locally produced whetstones
and, as a consequence, local manufacture and
the embedded skills began to disappear.
A re-examination of the Rothley Roman slates
seen at Figure 2 shows how the action of cutting
by the cleaver can be deduced.

Figure 3. Cleaver showing the small hole, or
pivot point to enable the downward cutting
process.
Picture source: unattributed. Although not
found at the sites in Leicestershire, this
picture of a cleaver is typical of the ones that
would have been used during the period
under discussion.

Figure 2. A sample of Roman slates found at
Rothley.

An estimated thickness of the slates produced
is between 1 & 2 cms. The thickness suggests
that the cleaver cutting edge has been
removed, re-tempered and sharpened again
and again. However, on the sites excavated
during 2015/16 - Bradgate Ferrers Lodge and
Castle Hill - Roman slate materials from Groby,
Home Farm were found. All indications so far
pointing to slate stocks pre-prepared some 800,
or even 1000 years earlier being used on
medieval buildings!
The research, however, continues……
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Traditional Brick Making
Wendy Freer
While on a recent holiday in Vietnam and
Cambodia we were taken to several different
villages where we saw a variety of local village
industries and handicrafts: textile weaving,
silver-smithing, manufacturing rice paper and
rice sweets, lacquer work and silk embroidery.
Perhaps the most unexpected visit for a tour
group was to a brick factory near Sa Dec on a
branch of the River Mekong.

The process of brick making must be pretty much
the same the world over I suppose, but it was
interesting to see it being done in this far-off
place. The clay used is taken from the rice
paddies, and is brought in by boat. Also by boat,
comes the fuel for the kilns which is rice husks.
The latter is unloaded manually by men carrying
it in baskets weighing 25 kilos.
A small number of slates from the Bradgate
Ferrers Lodge site of 2016 showed signs of re
manufacture from the original product. The
waist at ‘X’ had been deliberately reduced to
leave ‘Y’ as the preferred medieval roof slate.

One mystery, however, remains. Just how was
the soft iron tempered by the Romans to give
a cutting edge so hard that it would cut the
roofing slates? Were they introducing carbon
into the iron to acquire a sharper, more
durable cutting edge on the cleaver blades?

Unloading rice husks which are used to fuel
the brick kilns.

References:

Most of the workers in the factory are women
because wages are low. Men are employed to
unload the boats and maintain the kilns. The
women are employed on a casual basis so are
not guaranteed work every day. We were told
that they work a basic 8-hour day but are also
required to work overtime so no one knows how
many hours they really work. The clay is
moulded into bricks by passing through a
‘plodder’, or extruder, which reminded me very
much of the plodder machines I had seen in the
Standard Soap factory in Ashby.

Home Farm, Groby, Map Reference SK 511084
Upper Perks, Groby, Map Reference SK 497092
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Once they have been shaped and cut to size they
are left to dry in the sun for about a month.
Electric fans are used if there is not enough sun.
The bricks are then fired in small kilns. In this
particular factory, they are no longer used the
very large kilns we had seen nearby. This was so
that they could fire smaller consignments without
waiting to fill a whole big kiln. Women load the
bricks into the kiln. It is then partly sealed by
being bricked up by one of the male workers.
Rice husks are shovelled in and fired, and the
bricking up is then completed to seal the kiln.
The bricks remain in the kiln for a month. This is
because after firing, they must be left to cool
slowly, otherwise they would break.

Women workers loading a kiln with
unfired bricks.

Shaped clay being forced out of the
extruder.

Firing the kiln

The finished bricks are then taken out and
stacked by women workers and eventually
loaded into the boats of waiting customers. The
ash from the kilns is taken back to the rice fields
to be used as fertilizer. Broken bricks, which
could be seen piled all along the river bank, are
sold and used as rubble in the foundations of
buildings.

“A cluster of brick and tile kilns
on the riverbank announces
your arrival in the charming
town of Sa Dec, a little over 20
km upriver of Vinh Long,
Vietnam” - Rough Guides.

The finished product ready for
shipment
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Visual Memories of the late Lift Bridge

In the Autumn 2016 Newsletter,
we asked for any drawings or
photographs of Stephenson's
iconic 1832 Lift Bridge. This
followed its dismantling at
Snibston. I am happy to say that
we now have over 150
photographs, some old, some
new, plus a selection of drawings
that we hope to use in some form
or another to help reconstruct
the original design.

Photographs courtesy of Nick Pell.
Drawing, source unknown - Ed.
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Westbridge Place,formerly the PEX Building
Alison Clipsham
Chris Hossack, David Lyne and I were invited
along to Westbridge Place, currently occupied
by the Leicester Office of the Land Registry. The
building, built in 1844 is Grade II listed, and,
along with the former Donisthorpe factory built
in 1739 - the latter perhaps better known today
as Friars Mill - is one of the only two former mill
buildings still standing in the City out of a total
of 29 worsted spinning mills that were listed in
the 1826 Leicester Directory. We were invited by
Alison Clipsham of the land Registry to see if we
could add any more background as to the
building prior to its current usage. The building
was open to visitors as part of the Heritage Day
programme of events, and LIHS would like to
thank Alison for her notes that make up the Body
of this article – Ed.

A view of the
external wall from
the fifth floor
showing William
Flints dormer
windows and
decoration.

The building derives its name from the west
bridges’ that crossed the River Soar at this point.
It was probably the town’s earliest bridge, dating
from the 12th century. Its importance was due
to it being close to Leicester Castle and when
royalty, or nobility, visited the town, it was
customary for the Corporation to meet them at
what became formerly known as the ‘West
Bridge’. A chapel that once stood on the
medieval bridge was dedicated to Our Lady of
the Bridge and it had two Augustinian friars in
attendance to oversee the donation of alms
from those entering and leaving the town. In
addition, this was also the place where ‘scolds’
were brought to the river to be ducked in an
attempt to produce a cure! Before the medieval
bridge there was a Roman bridge, and recent
excavations have showed evidence of an iron
age bridge across the river to the nearby iron
age town and Roman wharf.
The medieval West Bridge was demolished in
1841 and was replaced by an attractive singlearch, cast iron bridge which proved too narrow.
In 1890, this was replaced by another iron
bridge built by local iron founders, W A Richards
at a cost of £4,000, about £385,000 today
(2015). This current West Bridge is adorned with
sculptures of characters from Chaucer’s
Canterbury Tales.

Westbridge Place itself stands on a series of
islands created by the river. The canalisation of
the river creating “the mile straight” took place
in the 1850’s and disguises the island nature of
the site. The canal system was not only the
motorway system of its day, but also a focus for
industry reliant on water and steam power. As
such, many spinning mills were built adjacent
to the river, one of which, just along from
Westbridge Place, is Friars Mill. Between both
of these splendidly refurbished buildings is
evidence of the terminus station platform for
the former Leicester and Swannington Railway
which was opened in 1832.

The mill at West Bridge was designed in 1844
by local architect William Flint, who also
designed the library in Belvoir Street. It was
designed for J Whitmore and Sons, worsted
spinners and by 1888 it was known as
‘Westbridge Mills’. Originally, five storeys, it
was built to dominate the local skyline and
show the power and dominance at this time of
the Leicester textile industry. With a grand slate
pitched roof, an Italianate bell tower with three
arched openings topped with an ornate
weather vane, unlike many mills that
resembled a church, this one has a definite
Italianate feel.
It became a branch of Paton and Baldwin’s,
manufacturers of knitting yarn and was known
under that name until 1936. In 1949 HTH Peck
acquired part of the building and shared the
site with Paton and Baldwin’s and the Leicester
College of Art.
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A feature of the
building are the
original roof
beams that were
fortunate to
escape the fire of
1979.

It was still used as a worsted spinning mill, but
later became a factory for the manufacture of
socks and tights. Perhaps better known as PEX,
the company suffered as the economic and
competitive landscape changed during the
1970’s and the Company closed when PEX
decided to move manufacture abroad. The
building remained empty and following a
disastrous fire in 1979, it re-emerged as the
home of Land Registry following a massive, but
sympathetic,
£4.25m
refurbishment
programme to become the focal point of the
regeneration of the area.

The cast iron pillars that run the
length of the room not only
support the ceiling, but they may
also have been used to support
the belt driven transmission
mechanism to run the spinning
mules.

The glass extensions on the front and rear were
designed in such a way as to reveal the original
building structure, and to provide extra space
and light. What can also now be seen more
readily are the cast iron beams, brick work and
the original metal window frames.

Now an internal wall,
this was the original
external factory wall
that looked towards
Castle Gardens and now
separates the main mill
building from the glass
extension.
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During the renovation of the ground floor,
features were exposed whose use and the
origin of which are still unclear. For example, a
large brick arch which may or may not have
been a housing for a steam boiler: an opening
that goes from the ground floor to the first
floor was perhaps part of the belting
transmission system running the machinery on
the floor above, which may also explain why a
barrel-vaulted ceiling with its metal tie bars
that would offer additional strength to hold the
heavy machinery above on that first floor was
incorporated. A further clue on this floor as to
the activities taking place above is the fact that
the brick wall at this level is one metre thick,
rising to only 50 cm thick at the top – again
providing further support to the floor above.
Support for the heavy lifting gear that operated
here taking deliveries of wool and other staples
to the floor above are still in situ, as are the
large delivery doors. It would appear from
examining contemporary photographs that at
first floor level, the building was connected to
the outlying buildings which would have stood
where the car park is now situated.

On the first floor of the building was the mill
space, narrow by modern standards, but with
large windows that allowed in the light. This was
important to spinning, and from the earliest
framework knitting workshops to these factories,
large windows were always a key design feature.
The mill was used for the spinning of worsted, a
yarn made from the long-staple pasture wool
of sheep such as the Old Leicester Long Wool.
Worsted wool fabric is typically used in the
making of tailored garments such as suits. This
part of Leicester developed into a centre for the
worsted spinning industry. The processes housed
in the early mill buildings included wool
preparation - carding and combing - and
spinning. Later extensions and additions were
related to powered processes. It is not certain
when steam power was first used on the site.
Spinning mules, used to spin fibres, would have
been housed on this floor. Spinning mules were
used extensively from the late 18th to the early
20th century. Mules were worked in pairs by a
minder, with the help of two boys: the little
piercer and the big or side piercer. The mule
carriage carried up to 1,320 spindles and could
be 150 feet (46 m) long, and would move forward
and back a distance of 5 feet (1.5 m) four times
a minute.

A typical spinning mule (ca. 1915) that would have been deployed at West Bridge Mill.
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Day’s Remembered - LIHS May Weekends
Marilyn Palmer
I was recently given the photograph (Figure 1)
by Pam Moore of the Hampshire Industrial
Archaeology Society. It brought back to me all
the May weekends we used to do in the 1970's
and 1980's, details of some of which were
reported in our various Bulletins. Coach trips
were expensive and people seemed to have
preferred to explore by car. In those days,
industrial archaeology was comparatively new
and these were very much voyages of
discovery. I made most of the arrangements
with sites to be visited or contacts with the
local groups, such as the Hampshire Group
(then the University of Southampton Industrial
Archaeology group, popularly known as
SUIAG), Manchester Regional Industrial
Archaeology Society (MRIAS) etc. LIHS
members then made their own B&B
arrangements, and some of us camped! We
were often joined on these weekends by
members of the Nottingham Industrial
Archaeology Society. LIHS then hosted return
visits by many of these groups, showing them
the best of our own industrial archaeology.
The first May Weekend was, I think, in 1978
when we went to North Wales, visiting the
North Wales Quarrying Museum in Llanberis
and the gold mining sites at Gwynfynnyd but
what I remember most was a long, wet tramp
up the Croesor valley to view the slate
quarrying sites there – strangely enough,
people requested that a long walk should
always be a feature of these weekends in
future! The following year, we went to
Swaledale, when it was particularly wintry over
the Bank Holiday – and memorable as we
received the news that Margaret Thatcher had
won the General Election and became Prime
Minister on 4th May. I remember trying to talk
to the group about the mining and smelting
sites along Gunnerside Gill when the hail
striking people’s anoraks made it impossible
for them to hear me. The following year, by
contrast, was hot and sunny down in the Forest
of Dean, where the late David Bick led us along
the Bicslade Tramway to view the Whitecliffe

Furnace and other iron-working sites. We
finished that weekend by visiting Cheltenham to
look at the wrought ironwork there, at which
point the weather reverted to its normal chilly
state. It remained cold for the following year,
when we camped (or B&B’ d) up in the North
York Moors, walking all round Rosedale and
visiting the disused alum works on the cliffs near
Ravenscar. On another May weekend, John
Crompton showed us the rolling bascule bridge
at Queensferry and our long walk took place in
the Greenfield Valley in Flintshire, seeing
remains of copper-working and textile sites. In
1987 we were in South Wales, looking at sites
principally concerned with iron making, coal
mining, lime burning and the associated
tramway, canal and railway transport systems.
At our May Weekend in 1985, SUIAG entertained
us to a cheese and wine evening to start with,
and we then visited many sites in Hampshire – I
seem to remember evening conversations about
who got more lost than most trying to get off the
then very new M27. Ray Riley took us round
Portsmouth Dockyard and we went to the
intriguing Eling Tide Mill. Here, we are standing
outside the Bursledon Brickworks, the last
steam-driven brickworks in the UK, whose rescue
was very much prompted by members of SUIAG.
I am afraid that by the late 1980's, pressure of
work got in the way of organising these
weekends and LIHS members were also engaged
on exciting fieldwork in Wales and Cornwall as
well as nearer home. Nevertheless, those of us
who took part will always remember them for
the exciting exploration of what were then
comparatively
unknown
industrial
archaeological sites.
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This photograph was taken on the May Weekend of 1985, led by Edwin Course from the University of
Southampton – front row, towards the right, in a long light raincoat. There are many familiar faces
in this group – the Hodges family with their three children, Denis and David clutching cameras on the
left, Peter Neaverson’s dark glasses over Ron Hodges’ head, Dick and Jean (and me) behind the family,
Mike Tidd left of Edwin Course with Alan Brittan behind him, Pam and Alan Webster and many others
– can anyone name them all?

While on the subject, and thanks to Alan Brittan, a file of carefully crafted pencil drawings of the
dwellings, census returns, photographs and other items of significance in respect to the Old Row,
Newfield, Moira have recently come to light. An article on the subject, Old Row, Newfield, Moira, a
survey by George Bowler and M J Bannister (1979), originally appeared in LIHS Bulletin Number 4 in
October 1980. The contents of the file, together with the continuing industrial and sociological interest
in the Moira area per se, have persuaded Marilyn Palmer and Wendy Freer to take up the challenge
to update and add further content to the original article. No date has yet been scheduled for release
of this piece of work, but I think I can safely say that we are all looking forward to it becoming yet
another addition to our library chronicling the development of our industrial landscape.
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The Leicester and Swannington Railway Today
by Bill Pemberton
Paperback, 44 pages, 83 colour photographs,
5 black & white photographs, 5 maps.
Published by Leicestershire Industrial History
Society.
ISBN 978-0-9556445-6-6 £5 (LIHS members £4)

This is a very interesting little book, packed with
information, and an essential guide for any one
interested in tracing what remains of the railway
now. Maps are in colour and show clearly which
sections of the route are accessible to the public,
which are not, and which are now part of a rail
route still in use.
Bill is a keen photographer and railway
enthusiast and has combined his two interests
to produce this excellent publication, an ideal
companion to other LIHS publications about this
historically important railway.

Oh, Doctor Beeching! (with apologies to the
late David Croft and Richard Spendlove)
In the early morning of 11�� of April 1963, as part
of investigations that would result in his report
and recommendations for the future of the
railway route network and restructuring of
the railways of Great Britain, Dr. Richard
Beeching left the Etches maintenance depot
alongside Derby Railway Station in a saloon
coach especially provided for him bound for
Leicester via Loughborough and Syston. Later
that day, he arrived at Desford Junction
intending to continue his investigative journey
via Glenfield to West Bridge on the former
Leicester to Swannington line. It was to be a
relatively short return journey of some 90
minutes or so. In the event, his train was unable
to complete the journey to West Bridge as it was
denied access to the Glenfield Tunnel on account
of the choice of saloon coach provided for his
journey! It is not recorded what happened next,
but one can speculate that he took refreshment
at the Railway Inn before returning to Desford
Junction to continue his journey back to Derby.
Did this influence his view to close the Glenfield
Tunnel? We shall never know.
A snippet provided courtesy of the Midland
Railway Study Centre in Derby.

This book takes the reader along the line of the
Leicester & Swanington Railway as it is today
and is lavishly illustrated with the author’s own
photographs. Beginning with a brief history of
the line and a description of the route, the
book continues, starting at the Swannington
end of the line, and travels along the route to
Leicester. Photographs, short paragraphs
about each view, and a set of maps help the
reader to see what the route is like, and to
learn more about it. In addition, there are
photographs and notes about some of the
artefacts associated with the line, such as the
stationary steam engine which once hauled
wagons up the Swannington Incline, along with
details of where these can be seen today.
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The Russian Coal Industry in the 1990’s
Bill outlined the structure of the coal industry
in Russia in the mid-1990's. Most mines and
mine related enterprises were independent
joint stock companies with the shares being
owned by the State, the local authority and the
employees. However, for marketing purposes
the mines were grouped into Coal Associations
that actually sold the coal, and they distributed
the revenues back to the individual mines etc.
The Associations also negotiated with the
Russian Government in Moscow for subsidies
to cover losses and fund investments in new
equipment. Kuznetskugol consisted of 60
separate enterprises, including 18 coal mines,
two coal preparation plants, engineering and
machine repair factories, constriction,
transport, training colleges and 2 farms!
Individual mines also provided many social
functions to their employees and their families
including medical facilities, kindergarten
schools, guest houses and recreational
facilities. Mine workers that lived in
accommodation owned by the mine usually got
free electricity, heating and hot water since
these utilities were an integral part of the mine.

Bill Pemberton
Bill Pemberton gave a talk to LIHS members in
November 2016 on his experiences of working
in the Russian Coal industry in the mid- After
the breakup of the former Soviet Union in the
early 1990's, the EU, along with other Western
Countries provided Technical Assistance to
these newly independent countries to help
them with the transition to free market
Western style economies. This assistance was
targeted at both government level and at
individual economic sectors. In 1995 Bill led a
team of about 20 specialists to help a coal
association in Western Siberia restructure so
that it could become a more commercially
oriented organisation.
He described how under the former central
planning economic system the mines were
merely production units with most decisions
being made not on commercial or economic
criteria but on political needs of the
Government. This meant that the managers of
the mines had little or no experience of running
their mines as a commercial business. Their job
was to review all the Associations technical and
business operations and help develop a business
plan.

Most of the coal produced by Kuznetskugol’s
mines is coking coal which is used in steel
works; the remainder is steam coal used in
power stations to generate electricity and to
power local boiler house. Therefore, the future
of Kuznetskugol is closely linked to the future
of the Russian Steel Industry.

He advised the Kuznetskugol Coal Association
which is in Novokuznetsk in Western Siberia.
Novokuznetsk was developed by Stalin in the
1930 as an industrial centre based on coal
mining and steel making. It is located about 2000
miles East of Moscow.
During the 2ⁿ� World
War, the steel works at
Novokuznetsk produced
the steel for Soviet
tanks.
The picture shows a
Russian WWII tank
outside
the
Novokuznetsk
Steel
works.
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In the mid-1990s the Russian Steel industry was
also going through a period of transition similar
to that experienced by the coal industry and
making predictions about its future size was
difficult. Historically the Russian Steel industry
had been geared towards producing steel for
the Military (for example: armaments, steel for
warships etc.) and heavy industry. Also, the
existing steel plants were remote from the main
markets for steel in Western Russia.

The seams range in thickness from 1 -10 metres
with most mines having extensive reserves.

All of Kuznetskugol’s mines have longwall
mechanized faces, similar to those used in UK
mines. However, the equipment tended to be
older than, and not as up-to-date as, that used
in Western Europe and North America. The
mines are gassy which means ventilation is
particularly important, and there have been
several serious underground explosions at
these mines.

Novokuznetsk in the winter. These flats were
built by German Prisoners of War at the end of
the 2ⁿ� World War and shown below, is one of
Kuznetskugol’s better collieries, the Yesaulskaya
mine.

One of the biggest problems facing Russian businesses in the 1990's, and not just in the coal industry,
was the lack of liquidity in the country as a whole. In the Soviet era, most payments were book entries
in the accounts in Moscow and so enterprises needed very little cash. With the end of central planning
businesses were now demanding “cash on the nail” in payment, but as few companies had any, barter
became a popular means of payment. Most of Kuznetskugol’s coal was sold to steel works which had
little cash to pay for it, and so they paid in steel instead. Kuznetskugol then had to try to sell the steel
on to get cash, or barter it for some material or service they could use. Interestingly Kuznetskugol
employed 32 people to sell steel, and only one to sell coal!
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